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Stargate Novels Order Form
Code

Title

Quantity

Price

Stargate Short Stories
SGX-01

SGX-02

SGX-03

Stargate: Far Horizons (Sally Malcolm, Ed.) Whether you’re a fan of
STARGATE SG-1 or STARGATE ATLANTIS, there’s something for everyone
in our first anthology of Travelers’ Tales. Ten short stories in all.
Stargate SG-1: Permafrost (Sally Malcolm) A week before Christmas, Dr.
Daniel Jackson discovers that archaeologists in Iceland are excavating a
Norse burial site that might have connections to the recently encountered
Asgard race. (A 30,000 word novella.)
Stargate: Points of Origin (Sally Malcolm, Ed.) Volume two of The
Travellers’ Tales. Open the gate… to all new adventures by Karen Miller, Jo
Graham, Laura Harper, Peter Evans, Amy Griswold, Suzanne Wood, Aaron
Rosenburg, Geonn Cannon, T. Fox Dunham, and Sally Malcolm

$10.95

$7.95

$10.95

Stargate SG-1 Novels
SG1-1
SG1-2
SG1-3
SG1-4
SG1-5
SG1-6
SG1-7
SG1-8
SG1-9
SG1-10
SG1-11
SG1-12

SG1-13
SG1-14
SG1-15

SG1-16

SG1-17

SG1-18

SG1-19

SG1-20

Stargate SG-1: Trial by Fire (Sabine C Bauer)
The team are dragged into a religious war.
Stargate SG-1: Sacrifice Moon (Julie Fortune)
The team's very first mission together.
Stargate SG-1: A Matter of Honor (Sally Malcolm)
Col. O'Neill discovers a device which might save SG-10 from a black hole.
Stargate SG-1: City of the Gods (Sonny Whitelaw)
The team is stranded on a doomed world.
Stargate SG-1: The Cost of Honor (Sally Malcolm)
Sequel to A Matter of Honor: O'Neill pays a high price for loyalty
Stargate SG-1: Siren Song (Holly Scott & Jaimie Duncan)
Aris Boch is back! And he's out to get SG-1.
Stargate SG-1: Survival of the Fittest (Sabine C. Bauer)
Maj. Carter, Teal'c and Dr. Frasier stumble across a dark secret.
Stargate SG-1: Alliances (Karen Miller)
A failed mission leaves O’Neill dealing with the fallout.
Stargate SG-1: Roswell (Sonny Whitelaw & Jennifer Fallon)
Thrown back in time, team members have only minutes to live.
Stargate SG-1: Relativity (James Swallow)
Stargate Command is jeopardized by attacks from an unknown enemy
Stargate SG-1: Barque of Heaven (Suzanne Wood) The team find
themselves transported to a world where they must solve a series of riddles.
Stargate SG-1: Do No Harm (Karen Miller) A Pentagon strike team sent to
plug holes results in escalating tensions. Only Dr. Frasier can hope to save the
lives of SG-1.
Stargate SG-1: Hydra (Holly Scott & Jaimie Duncan)
When a dying Daniel Jackson appears at the SGC begging for help, Colonel
O’Neill knows there is trouble afoot.
Stargate SG-1: Valhalla (Tim Waggoner)
SG1 become enmeshed in a fierce battle straight out of Nordic mythology.
Stargate SG-1: The Power Behind the Throne (Steven Savile)
When the Tok’ra ask SG-1 to save a tortured creature from the clutches of
Apophis, how can they reuse? But the Mujina is no ordinary being….
Stargate SG-1: Four Dragons (Diana Dru Botsford) It was meant to be a
soft mission, to ease Doctor Daniel Jackson back into things after his time
among the Ancients – what could possibly go wrong?
Stargate SG-1: Sunrise (J. F. Crane) On the abandoned outpost of Acarsaid
Dorch, Daniel makes a startling discover that leads SG1 to a world on the
brink of destruction.
Stargate SG-1: Transitions (Sabine C. Bauer) In this action-packed story,
the heroes of Stargate SG-1 and Stargate Atlantis are brought together in the
fight of their lives…
Stargate SG-1: Oceans of Dust (Peter Evans) When disaster strikes an
Egyptian dig, SG-1 are brought in to investigate. But nothing can prepare them
for what they find among the ruins.
Stargate SG-1: Heart's Desire (Amy Griswold) Captured by rival bands of
treasure hunters in search of the mythical Heart's Desire, the team must fight
to stay alive and to find each other in a world where pirates captain airships.

$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95

$10.95
$10.95
$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

Total
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SG1-21

SG1-22

SG1-23

SG1-24

SG1-25

SG1-26

SG1-27

SG1-28

SG1-29

Stargate SG-1:The Drift (Diana Dru Botsford) A natural disaster hits
Antarctica. Trapped within a strange reality, SG-1 encounter old friends and
enemies as they struggle to stop the Ancient cataclysm threatening the planet.
Stargate SG-1: Moebius Squared (Melissa Scott & Jo Graham) If you’ve
ever wondered what happened to the version of SG-1 left stranded in Ancient
Egypt at the end of season eight, then this is your chance to find out!
Stargate SG-1: Ouroboros (Melissa Scott) When Dr. Daniel Jackson
discovers the location of a lost Ancient laboratory, the temptation to investigate
proves impossible to resist.
Stargate SG-1: Two Roads(Geonn Cannon) The Goa’uld have been
defeated, and the Jaffa are free. In the power vacuum left behind, the dark
underbelly of the galaxy is fighting over the spoils.
Stargate SG-1: Hostile Ground (Sally Malcolm & Laura Harper) Book one
of the Apocalpse Series. SG-1’s first trip off-world after Col. O’Neill’s return
from Edora proves to be anything but easy.
Stargate SG-1: Murder at the SGC (Amy Griswold). SG-1 follows the
tangled trail from victim to murderer and the team finds itself and the entire
SGC in grave danger
Stargate SG-1: Exile (Book 2 in the Apocalypse series) (Sally Malcolm &
Laura Harper) The long road home…. Reeling from the shocking revelation at
the end of STARGATE SG-1: Hostile Ground, Colonel O’Neill’s team
continues its quest to find a way home.
Stargate SG-1: Kali’s Wrath (Keith R.A. DeCandido) When the only
surviving member of SG-7 brings Kali’s injured First Prime back to Stargate
Command, Colonel O’Neill and his team are called on to investigate an attack
by the Reetou on one of Kali’s homeworlds.
Stargate SG-1: Hall of the Two Truths (Sussannah Parker Sinard) After a
brutal attack off-world, each member of SG-1 is stranded alone in the Ancient
Egyptian afterlife – and on a journey through the Book of the Dead.

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

Stargate Atlantis
SGA-1
SGA-2
SGA-3
SGA-4
SGA-5
SGA-6
SGA-7
SGA-8
SGA-9
SGA-10
SGA-11

SGA-12

SGA-13

Stargate Atlantis: Rising (Sally Malcolm)
The novelization of the pilot episode.
Stargate Atlantis: Reliquary (Martha Wells)
Is new Stargate address part of an Ancient repository, or yet another trap?
Stargate Atlantis: The Chosen (Sonny Whitelaw & Elizabeth Christensen)
The Atlantis team encounter a primitive society with some amazing weaponry.
Stargate Atlantis: Halcyon (James Swallow)
The team find a militaristic society where violence is glorified and life is cheap.
Stargate Atlantis: Exogenesis (Sonny Whitelaw & Elizabeth Christensen)
Global disaster threatens the Atlantis home world.
Stargate Atlantis: Entanglement (Martha Wells)
Some mysteries are best left unsolved.
Stargate Atlantis: Casualties of War (Elizabeth Christensen)
Weir and Sheppard must question decisions, and their abilities to command.
Stargate Atlantis: Blood Ties (Sonny Whitelaw & Elizabeth Christensen)
The team discover the Wraith are not the only monsters stalking human prey.
Stargate Atlantis: Mirror, Mirror (Sabine C. Bauer) Dr. Weir’s team find
themselves trapped and alone in very different versions of Atlantis, each
fighting for their lives and their sanity.
Stargate Atlantis: Nightfall (James Swallow) Deception and lies abound on
Heruun, protected from the Wraith for generations by the mysterious Aegis.
Stargate Atlantis: Angelus (Peter Evans) Angelus offers the team a weapon
that could put an end to their war with the Wraith and the Asurans. But all is
not what it seems.
Stargate Atlantis: Dead End (Chris Wraight) Stranded on a frozen planet
only days from global catastrophe, Colonel Sheppard and his team discover a
people -- and a mystery -- long forgotten by the Ancients.
Stargate Atlantis: Hunt and Run (Aaron Rosenberg) Ronon Dex is a
mystery. As this gripping tale unfolds, we return to Ronon’s earliest days and
meet the charismatic leader who transformed him.

$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
10.95
$10.95
$10.95

$10.95

$10.95
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SGA-14

SGA-15

SGA-16

SGA-17

SGA-18

SGA-19

SGA-20

SGA-21

SGA-22

SGA-23

Stargate Atlantis: Death Game (Jo Graham) Waking up on an alien world
with a serious head wound and no idea where he is, John Sheppard slowly
discovers that his team is scattered, unable to communicate, and cut off.
Stargate Atlantis: Brimstone (David Niall Wilson & Patricia Lee
Macomber) When a moon inexplicably leaves its planetary orbit for a collision
course with its own sun, Rodney McKay’s interest is piqued.
Stargate Atlantis: Homecoming (Jo Graham & Melissa Scott) Book one of
the LEGACY SERIES. Atlantis has returned to Earth. The team thinks the
adventure is over…. They are wrong.
Stargate Atlantis: The Lost (Jo Graham & Melissa Scott) Book two of the
LEGACY SERIES. The expedition team is doing whatever it takes to find
Doctor Rodney McKay -- even if means turning to their enemies for help.
Stargate Atlantis: Allegiance (Melissa Scott & Amy Griswold) Book three
of the LEGACY SERIES. With McKay not only in the hands of the Wraith, but
apparently working for them, Atlantis faces a new danger — their own man,
turned against them.
Stargate Atlantis: The Furies (Jo Graham) Book four of the LEGACY
SERIES. The team resort to desperate measures in their bid to save Doctor
McKay, as the web of intrigue, deceit and betrayal grows ever more tangled,
Stargate Atlantis: Secrets (Melissa Scott and Jo Graham) Book five of
the LEGACY SERIES. It is the aftermath of battle. Scattered and struggling to
regroup, Colonel Sheppard’s team face their darkest days yet in the war
against the Wraith Queen, Death.
Stargate Atlantis: The Inheritors (Melissa Scott, Jo Graham, & Amy
Griswold) Book six of the LEGACY SERIES. End game. In the conclusion of
the Legacy series, the future of Atlantis will be decided — and more than one
of her crew will be called upon to sacrifice everything in the struggle.
Stargate Atlantis: Unascended (Jo Graham & Amy Griswold) Book seven
of the LEGACY SERIES. Convinced that an Ascended Elizabeth Weir saved
his life, McKay argues she must have escaped her replicator body. No one
believes him. Then rumors reach Atlantis of a woman with no memory who
calls herself ‘Elizabeth.’
Stargate Atlantis: Third Path (Book 8 in the Legacy series) Melissa Scott
& Jo Graham New beginnings…. Elizabeth Weir and Ronon Dex are
prisoners of the Vanir, whose damaged ship is plummeting into the mountains
of Sateda. Meanwhile, Atlantis is in lock down…

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

$10.95

Stargate Universe
SGU-1

Stargate Universe: Air (James Swallow) Without food, supplies, or a way
home, the mismatched team of scientists, technicians and military personnel
have only one object: staying alive.
Total Number
of Books

$10.95
Total
for
Books

Postage (see chart below)
Grand Total

Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards for mail orders.
Please make your check or money order payable in United States funds to “Fandemonium Books.”
Books USA
Canada Rest of World
Name

1
2
3-4
5-6
7-9
10-15

$4.00
$7.00
$8.00
$12.00
$15.00
$17.00

$10.00
$15.00
$15.00
$25.00
$36.00
$45.00

$15.50
$24.50
$24.50
$35.50
$38.00
$50.00

For shipping on larger quantities, please contact us directly by postal mail or at
mark@stargatenovels.com

Address
City
County/Prov./State
Zip code /
Postcode
Country
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